The use of ultrasound improves the accuracy of epidural needle placement in cadavers.
To investigate whether epidural-prepuncture ultrasound imaging improves the accuracy and quality of epidural needle placement or not? By recruiting 15 cadavers, a total of 90 epidural needle punctures to access epidural space in study group with the help of ultrasound imaging at lumbar and thoracic spinal segments were attempted. A similar number of punctures in a control group were also performed without ultrasound imaging involving the intervertebral spaces adjacent to the ones used for ultrasound guided punctures. The accuracy of needle tip placement was ascertained with the help of computed axial tomography. Six variables: puncture depth and needle angle, procedure time, number of attempts per space, steps in needle advances, number of bony contacts and number of spaces attempted, were studied and compared among the groups. The accuracy of epidural needle placement and quality of the procedure in study group were superior to the control group. The pre-procedure ultrasound imaging enhances the accuracy and quality of epidural needle placement.